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ABSTRACT
One of the first steps that gets implemented to upgrade the traditional cities to become smart cities is the smart parking. This paper will discuss in detail the Smart Parking System in Jeddah city as one of the solutions that can solve the parking problems. It also will present how the system works, the benefits of the system, some issues that can impact the efficiency of the system and the future improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION
These days, urban demographics and population growth require new approaches and models to provide public services and new lifestyles. There is a worldwide trend to provide these ideas as improved services with technology which called (Smart). However, policies in urban cities around the world are competing for effective initiatives to apply the concepts of smart cities to ensure modern living standards and to keep pace with the rapid and continuous development of technologies. In fact, some may see the concept of smart cities as a luxury but it will be necessary to improve the quality of life for citizens and increase economic growth in the future.

In Saudi Arabia especially in Jeddah city, initiatives are underway to adopt smart cities concepts on several areas such as health, government, energy, transportation, etc. The focus in this paper is in transportation area. This paper introduces the smart parking system as a solution to organize parking process in public spots such as hospitals and markets.

This paper presents transportation and smart parking system in Jeddah as: Section 2 provides an overview of smart city concept in the worldwide. Section 3 presents transportation in Jeddah as an overview of current situation and government’s initiatives with parking problems. Section 4 presents smart parking system as a proposed solution with its benefits and issues and in-depth explanation of smart parking application. Finally, Section 5 discusses the system future improvements and conclusion.

2. SMART CITY CONCEPT
Smart city is considered to a wide spreading expression that takes more than a certain meaning which after these recent innovative technologies administered within completely different urban contexts. It is also considered to be an over and miss-used expression; it implies an extreme developed revolution in modern current cities.

Cities have been incorporated with modern technology over many years. Although, solving most of the metropolitan challenges is considered by rapid developing digital technologies that have the potential to these challenges. As a result, urban regions turn into -smart cities- [1].

A smart city: is a term appeared at the end of 20th century. Smart cities are claimed to be a well-developed vision to operate city assists by using modern technology applications so it is usually looking forward efficient resources by providing high level of life standards. In smart cities, an innovative infrastructure associated with social and technological applications can be available. In smart cities, new energy will be easy to maintain also provide a suitable environment to solve transportation problems and make it easier. Smartness in cities became one of new forms of governmental and public cooperation. It can be considered that smartness in these cities is an entire system that helps these cities to reach their optimal goal of becoming premium and leaders in all fields [2].

This paper investigates applying preliminary smart city concept in Jeddah, especially in transportation aspect as a first step. Saudi government is developing transportation in Jeddah year by year. But as anywhere, there are still need to more improvements to correspond these demands.

3. TRANSPORTATION IN JEDDAH

3.1 An Overview of City’s Current Transportation System

Saudi Arabia has a large network of modern roads that varies from highway, two-way and one-way. It links all parts of the country. Most of the main cities have a network of highways, main streets and bystreets.

One of the main projects of Jeddah municipality is transportation and communication, it aims to develop its infrastructure and building a local transportation network within a master plan that contains public transport, studies of traffic density, development of a model to simulate the movement of transport and traffic for the entire Jeddah and development petroleum-based transportsations to other energy resources.

Other facilities of the transportation projects are:

3.1.1 Public Transportation
That’s in under implementation and it will implement by Metro Jeddah Company. The project contains the initial design for metro network, bus network, Corniche tram and sea transportation network.

3.1.2 Lighting
To keep pace with the technological developments in the lighting project, A light-emitting diode (LED) used to saving
the consumed electricity and the control system for the main streets.

3.1.3 Car’s Automatic Parking
It is a public parking with fees and is in the heart of the historical area. The parking will accommodate more than 1,222 parking spaces and will provide an integrated customer service center. Moreover, the parking includes the provision of many advanced systems.

This paper will focus on parking as it is an important facility in the public roads, malls, university and buildings [3].

3.2 Parking Problems in Jeddah City
Parking spots assumed to be a crucial part of any transportation framework. Regarding to the latest research results which states that “30 percent of urban traffic is caused by drivers and drivers searching for parking spaces” [4]. Hence, parking in nowadays in Jeddah is considered a wasteful process in time and efforts particularly in city center or crowded areas.

Illegal parking behavior is also another problem that can impact on supportability of city transportation framework. Thus, the factors that expand parking problems are highlighted as [5]: lack in local rules and laws which not compatible with the fast growth of economy and bad habits and inconvenient social behavior.

Uncontrolled parking has turned into a difficult issue in Jeddah city, bringing about undesirable traffic problems, air pollution, noise contaminations and lessenng simplicity of traveling in or around the town. In addition, increased number of citizens and the quick development of vehicle possession in Saudi Arabia particularly in Jeddah means more demands on habitation, services and parking spots, fundamentally rate the issue. Generally, parking problems happens due to either the indiscreet behavior of car drivers or because of the weak regulations of imposing a punishment [5].

Smart cities initiatives in worldwide are facing common difficulties which in turn could be applying to Jeddah, as such: how government will attract key IT corporates and residential stakeholders to build solutions and set standardizations, identify funding sources at this recession economy and establish and prioritize timelines for these issues [6].

It is significant for Jeddah city to establish new policies and advanced solutions to minimize the negative results of uncivilized practice and to accomplish supportability transportation system [5]. There should be a common non-technic language between audience and decision-makers to fill the gap and explain the benefits of such changes; generating new economic opportunities, improving the delivery and quality of lives and many others [6].

4. A SMART PARKING FOR JEDDAH
It is important for Jeddah as an urban city, to adapt and apply smart parking technology to minimize parking problems. Thus, it is considered as first step that upgrade transportation to become smarter.

4.1 The Smart Parking System
Smart parking system is a way to organize parking in the urban cities where drivers can check on their mobile devices for an available real-time parking space before arriving as well as book this available space. The system informs the user about the park space availability through car detection technologies and direct the driver to the destination by using smart navigation mobile map applications. It can be used to organize the parking process effectively in different parking space such as shopping centers, hospitals, hotels, universities and educational institutes, etc. [7]. Indeed, some large cities in Europe, United States and Japan were adopted smart parking system.

Infrastructure for smart transportations and parking will pave the way for other smart cities areas such as; data collections and smart systems. Smart car parking systems have some critical benefits for Jeddah as follows [8], [9], [10]:

- Provide guidance services to citizens and city visitors towards available parking spots in a perfect timing period.
- Provide better civilized environment by minimizing CO2 gas emission of car pollutants.
- Help to provide acceptable revenues from professional perfect timing control and managing of available parking areas.
- Minimize traffic problems especially in city center, universities, hospitals and entertaining places and Jeddah Cornish.
- Improve drivers’ culture about parking rules.
- Decrease traffic management costs.
- Increase streets safety procedure and problem monitoring.

Some issues that may affect the system or some of its features as described in [11]. These include: the battery life of the occupancy sensors, weather conditions may affect the occupancy sensors and the rising costs when installing many gateway devices in each floor of the parking. In addition, slow network connection caused from network bandwidth issues and inefficient infrastructure of some areas in Jeddah.

In this project, to apply the proposed parking system, an area that have a good and high-speed internet network is needed, North of Jeddah is covered with fiber optic network-as shown in [12], which is important for such smart system to work with high efficiency. On the other hand, the proposed system is based on primarily local server because its applied to serve a specific area. In addition, the cloud can be used in parallel with the local server and activated in emergency conditions like problems in operating the local servers.

4.2 The Smart Parking System
4.2.1 System Architecture
In this section, the architecture of proposed smart parking system is presented in Fig. 1. Also, Table 1 discusses the components of system architecture. An overview of smart parking system components is listed as:
Table 1. Smart Parking Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Role Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | (Machine to Machine) Platform or Server | System     | • Monitor the whole system and display all information about the project.  
• Monitor and process all actions related to the system.  
• Detect any problems and solve.  
• Share data with online application. |
| 2   | Smartphone Application: Android & IOS | Application | It can be run on different mobile platforms with a proper GUI for the users, it is used to guide the user to select and navigate the available parking spot with a navigation tool as well as with the relevant notifications. |
| 3   | PIC controller (Gateway)            | Device     | This gateway device collects the status from the sensors through the internet and forward it to the server (i.e. receives or transmits data to all components in the parking location). |
| 4   | IR Sensor                          | Device     | It is a device used to transmit a signal when the car enters the parking spot or comes out to identify the free parking spaces. |
| 5   | Parking Facility or Street Provider | System     | This system provided by the owner of the parking facility (e.g. King Abdullah Hospital) or the company that manage the location of parking area including street parking areas. |
| 6   | Security Center                    | System     | This is the system of enforcement authority, which prevents any driver from breaking laws. |

4.2.2 System Operation Mechanism

The smart parking process will use the components mentioned in Table 1 to perform a sequence of related processes as follows [13], [14]:

4.2.2.1 (Find and Reserve Spot) Operation:
1) The user (driver) opens his smartphone application (Android or IOS) and search for the closest parking spot available to his destination through the Find Spot page.
2) The smartphone application sends the request for information to the parking service provider's system (parking facility or street parking) to get the information about the available parking spots.

3) The parking service provider's system sends all data of available parking spots to the mobile application, then the data shows some options of the available spots to the user to select one.

4) After the user selects his desired spot, he proceeds to the reservation step of the parking space, through a confirming message appear to ensure the spot reservation.

5) The parking provider system receives the request to start reservation to the selected spot so it performs checking for the parking spot availability, if it is not available then an alert message will appear by (This parking spot reserved, try again).

4.2.2.2 (Reserve Timer) Operation:
6) After the parking spot reservation process done, the duration page appears to the user.

7) The user specifies the duration time to park by entering the approximate time to leave the parking spot.

8) The application will compute the time from the beginning of reservation time to the entered leave time.

9) The decreasing timer will appear in the duration page.

10) After the time out, an alert sound with message notification will appear to the user.

11) As soon as the vehicle is crossing the sensor going out of the parking spot and the timer turned off in case of it still working.

12) The server receives display data finally and updates for new available spot information.

13) In case of laws violations, the service provider's system sends a request for the security system to ask for security help to avoid parking problems with users.

4.2.2.3 (Spot Location Guide) Operation:
14) After confirming spot availability and reservation processes, the navigation tool on the smartphone application will guide the user directly to the parking spot location.

15) Delivering the order confirmation for service provider's system and it makes this spot unavailable for a specific time (10 minutes) if the user did not occupy it will become available again for other users.

16) After booking the parking spot in the parking facility or area selected then the state of the led will be as follows: red light will be on (refers to occupied) and the green light will be off (refers to unoccupied).

4.2.3 System Application Interface
The proposed system has been initially implemented in Android Studio and developed with two programming languages under Android Studio: Java and XML. Android Studio library also supports GPS and mapping capabilities such as Google Maps API that have been used in this prototype to demonstrate the architecture and to serve as a proof of concepts. The application has been designed to be usable and accessible to the public and it supports both English and Arabic languages. Fig. 2 shows some of the Application interfaces.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Saudi Arabia is now seeking to implement (Smart city) concepts across the country. This idea is coming as part of “Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030”. The country hopes at this initiative to decrease negative environmental impacts, attracting internal and external investments and creating jobs. One of the smart city initiatives that will be implemented is (smart parking). First, this paper introduced smart city concept in general. Then it provided the current situation of transportation in Jeddah. It also presented the main problems that affect governments’ future improvements at transportation and impede their efforts. The proposed solution is presented as a smart parking system with a review of its benefits and issues. Smart parking system can be a great option nowadays due to the prevalence of the smartphones and the people’s reliance on its applications in their daily lives.

Enhancing the cities services and helping to improve the sustainable development of cities are two of the major drivers of smart city concept. Some of future suggestions to improve smart parking application work in Jeddah include enhancements in technologies, components and features. These might include utilizing advanced technologies to enhance the structure of the application and its services, such technologies that have a major position in this context are Internet of things IoT, cloud computing, using of crowdsourcing [15] and big data. Moreover, smart parking mobile application should provide addition functions such as reserve a space with charging energy for electric vehicles (EVs) [16]. Finally, on the long-term, smart parking should provide more space for gardening or expand living spaces. That convey the urban interfaces to more natural landscapes [17].

Fig 2: Smart Parking Application Interfaces
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